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Crawlspace Improvements 
 

When you think of a crawlspace 
many people think of an 
unpleasant dark area filled with 
cobwebs and moisture.  

In reality, it doesn’t have to be like 
that at all. Crawlspaces can be 
bright, clean and functional.  

Modern crawlspace design provides good access, 

room for heating,  plumbing and electrical, service 

work, good perimeter insulation and better 

storage. Two features that make a better 

designed crawlspace are height and a concrete 

slab. Ease of access   makes a big difference in 

how functional or upgradeable the crawlspace can 

be. In older crawlspaces, excavation work is 

sometimes needed just to create access. In contrast, a 

concrete slab installed on a plastic moisture barrier 

helps create a dry accessible space. 

When upgrading an older crawlspace area first 

consider surface drainage and downspouts around the 

perimeter of the building. Preventing seasonal 

moisture from getting into the crawlspace is the first 

step to controlling humidity and improving indoor air 

quality in the home. Exposed dirt floors in the 

crawlspace areas most often contain organic material 

which is subject to decay and can cause musty smells 

in the home. One recognized solution is to cover the 

exposed dirt with a heavy black plastic using a red 

vapor barrier tape to seal the overlapping areas, 

interruptions and the perimeter.  

When moisture is totally sealed out, perimeter 

ventilation is not required, but in moist climates I 

suggest that summertime ventilation is a good idea to 

promote drying of wood components. Otherwise, when 

heating equipment and or heating ductwork are present it 

has a drying effect and crawlspace ventilation is not 

required. Natural Resources Canada’s book “Keeping the 

Heat in” indicates that 1 square foot of ventilation is 

recommended for every 500 square feet of crawlspace. 

This is a free publication and can be easily found and 

downloaded with a web search. Note that cross-flow 

ventilation is more effective and is achieved by installing 

closeable exterior vents on opposite sides of the building. 
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